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Abstract:
The paper considers main features of two groups of logics for biological
devices, called Physarum Chips, based on the plasmodium. Let us recall that
the plasmodium is a single cell with many diploid nuclei. It propagates
networks by growing pseudopodia to connect scattered nutrients (pieces of
food). As a result, we deal with a kind of computing. The first group of logics
for Physarum Chips formalizes the plasmodium behaviour under conditions of
nutrient-poor substrate. This group can be defined as standard storage
modification machines. The second group of logics for Physarum Chips covers
the plasmodium computing under conditions of nutrient-rich substrate. In this
case the plasmodium behaves in a massively parallel manner and propagates in
all possible directions. The logics of the second group are unconventional and
deal with non-well-founded data such as infinite streams.
Keywords: Physarum polycephalum, unconventional computing, modern
Voronoi diagram, p-adic valued logic, Petri nets.

1. Introduction
Physarum Chip is a biological sensing and computing device implemented in vegetative stage of
acellular slime mould Physarum polycephalum [1]. Notice that Physarum polycephalum belongs to
the species of order Physarales, subclass Myxogastromycetidae, class Myxomycetes, division
Myxostelida. Plasmodium is its ‗vegetative‘ phase represented as a single cell with a myriad of
diploid nuclei. The Physarum Chips, designed in our project Physarum Chip Project: Growing
Computers From Slime Mould supported by FP7, are programmed by spatio-temporal
configurations of repelling and attracting gradients. There are several classes of Physarum Chips:
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morphological processors, sensing devices, frequency-based, bio-molecular and microfluidic logical
circuits, and electronic devices.
The P. polycephalum plasmodium behaves and moves as a giant amoeba. Typically, the
plasmodium forms a network of protoplasmic tubes connecting the masses of protoplasm at the
food sources which has been shown to be efficient in terms of network length and resilience. In the
project we have proposed several logical methods for designing the Physarum Chips: conventional
as well as unconventional. In this paper, we have generalized our results obtained for the whole
period of the three-year project [1] – [42].
In Section II we consider conventional logics which are applicable for the case of nutrientpoor substrate of plasmodium feeding. In Section III we examine unconventional logics which can
program the plasmodium behaviour in the case of nutrient-rich substrate. In Section IV we
enumerate mathematical tools used in our formalization of Physarum computing. In Section V we
propose a game-theoretic interface for Physarum computing.
2. Computing on Nutrient-Poor Substrate
2.1. Storage Modification Machines and Object-oriented Programming Language
Let us assume that the plasmodium feeds under the condition of nutrient-poor substrate. In this case
the plasmodium can distinguish all attractants and repellents, and, as a result, those attractants and
repellents involved in the stimulation of plasmodium gives a topology which can be defined as a
Voronoi diagram [10], [19]. Within one Voronoi cell a reagent has a full power to attract or repel
the plasmodium. In other words, within this cell the reagent determines the plasmodium behaviour
completely. The distance for the cell is defined by intensity of reagent spreading like in other
chemical reactions simulated by Voronoi diagrams. A reagent attracts or repels the plasmodium and
the distance on that it is possible corresponds to the elements of a given planar set. When two
spreading wave fronts of two reagents meet, this means that on the board of meeting the
plasmodium cannot choose its one further direction and splits. Within the same Voronoi cell two
active zones will fuse.
Now, suppose that the plasmodium feeds under the condition of nutrient-rich substrate. This
means that for the plasmodium there is an information noise and the plasmodium cannot define
where precisely attractants and repellents are located indeed.
Hence, in the case of nutrient-poor substrate with well distinguished localizations of
attractants and repellents we can fully manage the plasmodium behaviour and propose a biological
version of storage modification machines. These machines are defined in a new object-oriented
programming language designed by us for Physarum polycephalum computing (OPL-Ph), [28],
[29], [39], [42]. Within this language we can check possibilities of practical implementations of
storage modification machines on plasmodia and their applications to behavioural science such as
behavioural economics [31] and game theory [8], [30]. The proposed OPL-Ph can be used for
developing programs for P. polycephalum by the spatial configuration of stationary nodes.
Geometrical distribution of stimuli can be identified with a low-level programming language for
Physarum machines.
2.2. Programmable Logic Controllers
At the beginning, we have proposed to construct logic gates through the proper geometrical
distribution of stimuli for P. polycephalum. This approach has been adopted from the ladder
diagram language widely used to program Programmable Logic Controllers. Flowing power has
been replaced with propagation of plasmodium of P. polycephalum. Plasmodium propagation is
stimulated by attractants and repellents. Rungs of the ladder can consist of serial or parallel
connected paths of Physarum propagation. A kind of connection depends on the arrangement of
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regions of influences of individual stimuli. If both stimuli influence Physarum, we obtain
alternative paths for its propagation. It corresponds to a parallel connection (i.e., the OR gate). If the
stimuli influence Physarum sequentially, at the beginning only the first one, then the second one,
we obtain a serial connection (i.e., the AND gate). The NOT gate is imitated by the repellent
avoiding Physarum propagation.
In the proposed approach, we have assumed that each attractant (repellent) is characterized
by its region of influence in the form of a circle surrounding the location point of the attractant
(repellent), i.e., its center point. The intensity determining the force of attracting (repelling)
decreases as the distance from it increases. A radius of the circle can be set assuming some
threshold value of the force. The plasmodium must occur in a proper region to be influenced by a
given stimulus. This region is determined by the radius depending on the intensity of the stimulus.
Controlling the plasmodium propagation is realised by activating/deactivating stimuli.
Logic values for inputs have the following meaning in terms of states of stimuli: 0 –
attractant/repellent deactivated, 1 – attractant/repellent activated. Logic values for outputs have the
following meaning in terms of states of stimuli: 0 – absence of P. polycephalum at the attractant, 1 –
presence of P. polycephalum at the attractant.
2.3.Petri Nets
At the second stage, we have adopted more abstract models than distribution of stimuli to program
P. polycephalum machines which can be identified with programming in the high-level language.
The choice fell on Petri nets. Petri nets were first developed by C.A. Petri. Petri nets are a powerful
graphical language for describing processes in digital hardware. We have shown how to build Petri
net models, and next implement as P. polycephalum machines, of basic logic gates AND, OR,
NOT, and simple combination circuits [25], [29]. In our approach, we use Petri nets with inhibitor
arcs. Inhibitor arcs are used to disable transitions. Inhibitor arcs test the absence of tokens in a
place. A transition can only be if all its places connected through inhibitor arcs are empty. This
ability of Petri nets with inhibitor arcs is used to model behaviour of repellents. Plasmodium of
Physarum avoids light and some thermo- and salt-based conditions and this fact can be modelled by
inhibitor arcs. The Petri net model (code in the high-level language) can be translated into the code
in the low-level language, i.e., geometrical distribution of attractants and repellents of the Physarum
machine.
In the proposed Petri net models, we can distinguish three kinds of places:
(1) Places representing P. polycephalum. For such a place, the presence of the token means
that plasmodium of Physarum is present in the origin point. Otherwise, the absence of the token
means that there is no plasmodium.
(2) Places representing input attractants or repellents. For such a place, the presence of the
token means that the attractant/repellent is activated. Otherwise, the absence of the token means that
attractant/repellent is deactivated.
(3) Places representing output attractants. For such a place, the presence of the token denotes
the present of Physarum at the attractant (Physarum occupies the attractant). Otherwise, the absence
of the token denotes the absence of Physarum polycephalum at the attractant.
In the AND gate, the transitions T represents the flow (propagation) of plasmodium from the
origin place to the output attractant. T is enabled to fire if both attractants are activated, Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. AND gate

In the OR gate, the transitions T1 and T2 represent the alternative flows of plasmodium from
the origin place to the output attractant. T1 is enabled to fire if the first attractant is activated. T2 is
enabled to fire if the second attractant is activated, Fig.2.

Fig. 2. OR gate

In the NOT gate, the transition T represents the flow (propagation) of plasmodium from the
origin place to the output attractant. T is enabled to fire if the repellent is deactivated, Fig.3.

Fig. 3. NOT gate
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Then, experimentally, we have built a P. polycephalum demultiplexer based on the ladder
diagram structure. A demultiplexer is a device taking a single input signal and selecting one of
many data-output lines, which is connected to the single input. So, using the ladder diagram
approach, we can determine geometrical distribution of attractants and repellents for the 1-to-2
demultiplexer [32].
Petri nets are also a powerful tool for modelling concurrent systems. Moreover, Petri nets
with inhibitor arcs can be used to model semantics of other types of computations, for example, picalculus or process algebra.
2.4.Concurrent Games
In our OPL-Ph we have analysed biological mechanisms for Physarum decision making and
reconstructed the so-called concurrent games of plasmodia [30]. So, attractants may be regarded as
payoffs for Physarum. Plasmodia occupy attractants step by step. By different localizations of
attractants we can affect on Physarum motions differently. We can interpret the stimuli for
Physarum motions as Boolean functions on payoffs. Boolean functions are designed by logical
gates mentioned above (Fig.1–3).
In this way we have designed the zero-sum game between plasmodia of Physarum
polycephalum and Badhamia utricularis, the so-called PHY game [15], [18], [23], [30], [33], [38],
[40]. To simulate Physarum games, we have created a specialized software tool. The tool works
under the client-server paradigm. The server window contains:
 a text area with information about actions undertaken,
 a combox for selecting one of two defined situations,
 start and stop server buttons.
Communication between clients and the server is realized through text messages containing
statements of OPL-Ph. The locations of attractants and repellents are determined by the players
during the game. At the beginning, origin points of Physarum polycephalum and Badhamia
utricularis are scattered randomly on the plane. During the game, players can place stimuli. New
veins of plasmodia are created. The server sends to clients information about the current
configuration of the Physarum machine (localization of origin points of Physarum polycephalum
and Badhamia utricularis, localization of stimuli as well as a list of edges, corresponding to veins
of plasmodia, between active points).
So, we have proposed a game-theoretic visualization of morphological dynamics with nonsymbolic interfaces between living objects and humans. These non-symbolic interfaces are more
general than just sonification and have a game-theoretic form. The user interface for this game is
designed on the basis of the following game steps: first, the system of OPL-Ph generates locations
of attractants and repellents; second, we can chose n plasmodia/agents of Physarum polycephalum
and m plasmodia/agents of Badhamia utricularis; third, we obtain the task, for example to reach as
many as possible attractants or to construct the longest path consisting of occupied attractants, etc.;
fourth, we can choose initial points for Physarum polycephalum transitions and initial points for
Badhamia utricularis transitions; fifth, we start to move step by step; sixth, we define who wins,
either Physarum polycephalum or Badhamia utricularis.
Strategies in games between Physarum polycephalum and Badhamia utricularis are
described by rough sets defined on transition systems [26], [38], [40].
We claim that bio-inspired games might wake new interests in designing new games and
new game platforms [33].
Thus, Physarum computing on nutrient-poor substrate can be considered storage
modification machines and these machines are well formalizable in OPL-Ph. In this language we
can define Petri nets and concurrent games. This language can be applied as programming language
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for Physarum logic circuits on nutrient-poor substrate. Hence, the programming language for
Physarum behaviour we have constructed, on the one hand, simulates the Physarum behaviour and,
on the other hand, shows which mathematical tools can be implemented in its behaviour.
3. Computing on Nutrient-Rich Substrate
3.1.Non-Aristotelian Extensions of Storage Modification Machines
Notice that under the conditions of nutrient-rich substrate, storage modification machines on
plasmodia cannot be conventional. The point is that under these conditions we cannot approximate
elementary (atomic) acts, i.e. we deal with a massive-parallel behaviour of plasmodia (they are to be
expanded in all possible directions) [6], [17], [20]. Hence, we must extend our OPL-Ph by some
unconventional tools to make OPL-Ph applicable for the case of nutrient-rich substrate, also.
For fixing Physarum computing on nutrient-rich substrate, we have constructed a nonAristotelian syllogistic (performative syllogistic) [9], [10], [15], [19], [36] that models Physarum
simultaneous propagations in all directions (i.e. it is massive-parallel). This system can logically
simulate a massive-parallel behaviour in the propagation of any swarm. In particular, this system
simulates the behaviour of collectives of Trematode larvae (miracidia and cercariae) [36]. Also, this
syllogistic system of propagation can be used as basic logical theory for quantum logic (without
logical atoms) [21]. In this theory we can build non-well-founded trees for which there cannot be
logical atoms. This theory is much more expressive than standard spatial algorithms in simulating
the plasmodium motions. We can define some unconventional algorithms on non-well-founded
trees to make calculations on plasmodia more effective. These algorithms are implemented on
plasmodia by means of reversible logic gates [3], [14].
Notice that the Aristotelian syllogistic is implementable for Physarum computing on
nutrient-poor substrate, while performative syllogistic is applicable for Physarum computing on
nutrient-rich substrate [9], [10], [15], [19], [36]. Performative syllogistic is an extension of
Aristotelian one and includes the latter as its own part.
3.2.Reflexive Games
We have constructed an unconventional logic, which deals with non-well-founded data, namely
with infinite streams and wave sets (sets of mutually defined infinite streams) [8], [17], [30]. Within
this logic we can logically combine cellular automata, where Boolean functions are regarded as
local transition rules which can change at in time. This symbolic logic can simulate the Physarum
propagations with much localization of plasmodia.
Within the unconventional logic, we have introduced the notion of payoff cellular automata
[8] instead of payoff matrices. By using these automata we can formalize context-based reflexive
games for k players on different finite or infinite levels of reflexion. We have defined games as
interactions among rational players, where decisions impact the payoffs of others, but players are
limited by contexts that permanently change. A game is described by (i) its players who are
presented in appropriate transition rules of cellular automata; (ii) players‘ possible strategies which
are supposed known before the game and a combination of all possible payoffs from each strategy
outcome gives the resulting payoffs which are collected as a set of states of cellular automata; (iii) a
neighbourhood of cellular automata that makes some strategies actual and others non-actual (i.e.
accepts the most important strategies in the given context at time t) and also changes or correct
strategies. So, in this form of game description, players analyze strategies not purely logically, but
contextually. Therefore players take decisions not only in an environment given by the payoff that
corresponds to each possible outcome, but also in an environment of different other circumstances,
e.g. by defining: which strategies can be accepted in this context, how they can be changed by the
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given context, how past contexts have influenced present contexts, whether some public
announcements are false in fact, etc.
We have disproven the Aumann‘s agreement theorem (the so-called reflexion disagreement
theorem) [11], [13]. This result can be obtained if (1) we assume that rational agents can become
unpredictable for each other and try to manipulate; (2) we define probabilities on streams (e.g. on
hypernumbers or p-adic numbers); (3) games are presented as coalgebras. This new theorem is an
important statement within the new mathematics (coalgebras, transition systems, process calculi,
etc.) which has been involved into game theory recently. Instead of the agreement theorem, the
reflexion disagreement theorem is valid if we cannot obtain inductive sets, e.g. in case of sets of
streams. The reflexion disagreement theorem opens the door for new mathematics in game theory
and decision theory; in particular it shows that it has sense to use stream calculus, nonArchimedean mathematics, and p-adic analysis there. Within this mathematics we can formalize
reflexive games of different reflexive levels (up to the infinite reflexive level). And these results
are used by us for formalizing the game theory of plasmodia. Richer substrate due nutrients, more
reflexive plasmodium game.
3.3.Theories on Hybrid Actions
We have defined an extension of process algebra, where simple actions of labelled transition
systems cannot be atomic; consequently, their compositions cannot be inductive [8]. Their informal
meaning is that in one simple action we can suppose the maximum of its modifications. Such
actions are called hybrid. Then we propose two formal theories on hybrid actions (the hybrid
actions are defined there as non-well-founded terms and non-well-founded formulas): group theory
and Boolean algebra.
The group theory proposed by us can be used as the new design method to construct
reversible logic gates on plasmodia [5], [14]. In this way, we should appeal to the so-called nonlinear permutation groups [5], [8]. These groups contain non-well-founded objects such as infinite
streams and their families. The theory of non-linear permutation groups proposed by us can be used
for designing reversible logic gates on any behavioural systems. The simple versions of these gates
are represented by logic circuits constructed on the basis of the performative syllogistic. It seems to
be natural for behavioural systems and these circuits have very high accuracy in implementing. Our
general motivation in designing logic circuits in behavioural systems without repellents is as
follows: in this way, we can present behavioural systems as a calculation process more naturally;
we can design devices, where there are much more outputs than inputs, for performing massiveparallel computations in the bio-inspired way; we can obtain unconventional (co)algorithms by
programming behavioural systems. Computations on protoplasmic tree are understood as a kind of
extension of concurrent processes defined in concurrent games. This extension is called contextbased processes and they are defined in the theory of context-based games proposed by us.
Richer substrate due nutrients, more hybrid plasmodium action.
3.4.Neural Properties of Slime Mould and Modal Logics
There are two main properties of neural networks: lateral activation and lateral inhibition. The same
properties are observed in Physarum polycephalum networks. We have generalized our studies of
lateral inhibition effects in P. polycephalum behaviour in the way of constructing new syllogistics
and modal logics. So, we have shown that there are two main possibilities of pairwise comparisons
analysis in computer science: first, pairwise comparisons within a lattice, in this case these
comparisons can be measurable by numbers (this one corresponds to lateral inhibition); second,
comparisons beyond any lattice, in this case these comparisons cannot be measurable in principle
(this one corresponds to lateral activation of neural networks). We have shown that the first
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approach to pairwise comparisons analysis is based on the conventional square of opposition and its
generalization, but the second approach is based on unconventional squares of opposition [22].
Furthermore, the first approach corresponds to lateral inhibition in transmission signals and
the second approach corresponds to lateral activation in transmission signals. For combining lateral
inhibition and lateral activation in the same behaviour we introduced the notion of the so-called
context based games to describe rationality of the slime mould. In these games we assume that,
first, strategies can change permanently, second, players cannot be defined as individuals
performing just one action at each time step. They can perform many actions simultaneously.
Under the conditions of nutrient-rich substrate the plasmodium has lateral activation effects
and under the conditions of nutrient-poor substrate the plasmodium has lateral inhibition effects.
We have shown that modal logic K corresponds to the lateral inhibition property and we can
construct new modal logics, alternative to K, for embodying the lateral activation property [22].
Thus, we have extended our OPL-Ph by adding new tools: performative syllogistic,
reflexive games, theories on hybrid actions, and modal logics for lateral activation, which allow us
to simulate Physarum computing on nutrient-rich substrate.
4. Formalisation of Storage Modification Machines
In designing logics in OPL-Ph for Physarum Chips we have used the following mathematical tools:
4.1.Process Algebra
In OPL-Ph we have been based on process-algebraic formalizations of Physarum storage
modification machines [34]. So, we have considered some instructions in Physarum machines in
terms of process algebra like: add node, remove node, add edge, remove edge. Adding and
removing nodes can be implemented through activation and deactivation of attractants, respectively.
Adding and removing edges can be implemented by means of repellents put in proper places in the
space. An activated repellent can avoid a plasmodium transition between attractants. Adding and
removing edges can change dynamically over time. To model such behaviour, we have proposed a
high-level model, based on timed transition systems [26], [27].
In this model we have defined the following four basic forms of Physarum transitions
(motions): direct (direction: a movement from one point, where the plasmodium is located, towards
another point, where there is a neighbouring attractant), fuse (fusion of two plasmodia at the point,
where they meet the same attractant), split (splitting plasmodium from one active point into two
active points, where two neighbouring attractants with a similar power of intensity are located), and
repel (repelling of plasmodium or inaction).
In Physarum motions, we can perceive some ambiguity influencing on exact anticipation of
states of Physarum machines in time. In case of splitting plasmodium, there is some uncertainty in
determining next active points (attractants occupied by plasmodium), if a given active point is
known. This uncertainty does not occur in case of direction, where the next active point is uniquely
determined. To model ambiguity in anticipation of states of Physarum machines, we propose to use
rough set theory [26], [38], [40], [41]. Analogously to the lower and upper approximations, we
define the lower and upper predecessor anticipations of states in the Physarum machine. Behaviour
of Physarum machines can also be modelled using Bayesian networks with probabilities defined on
rough sets [41].
Thus, we have proposed some timed and probabilistic extensions of standard process algebra
to implement timed and rough set models of behaviour of Physarum machines in OPL-Ph.
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4.2.Computation on Trees
Computations on tree are usually represented by spatial algorithms like Kolmogorov-Uspensky
machines. Theoretically, Turing machines, Kolmogorov-Uspensky machines, Schönhage‘s storage
modification machines, and random-access machines have the same expressibility power. In other
words, the class of functions computable by these machines is the same. Unfortunately, the
computational power of their implementations on the Physarum polycephalum medium is low.
The point is that not every computable function can be simulated by plasmodium
behaviours: first, the motion of plasmodia is too slow (several days are needed to compute simple
functions such as 5-bit conjunction, 3-bit adder, etc., but the plasmodium stage of Physarum
polycephalum is time-limited, therefore there is not enough time for realizations, e.g., of thousandsbit functions); second, the more attractants or repellents are involved in designing computable
functions, the less accuracy of their implementation is, because the plasmodium tries to be
propagated in all possible directions and we will deal with indirected graphs and other problems;
third, the plasmodium is an adaptive organism that is very sensitive to environments, therefore it is
very difficult to organize the same laboratory conditions for calculating the same k-bit functions,
where k is large.
To make computations on tree more expressive we have proposed the performative
syllogistic – syllogistic system of propagation [9], [10], [15], [19]. This system can logically
simulate a massive-parallel behaviour in the propagation of collectives of parasites [36]. So,
protoplasmic trees can be interpreted as syllogistic trees. In this way while Aristotelian syllogistic
may describe concrete directions of Physarum spatial expansions, performative syllogistic proposed
by us may describe Physarum simultaneous propagations in all directions. Therefore, while for the
implementation of Aristotelian syllogistic we need repellents to avoid some possibilities in the
Physarum propagations, for the implementation of performative syllogistic we do not need them.
Performative syllogistic has a p-adic valued semantics and satisfies p-adic valued probabilities [6],
[15]. The syllogistic can be extended to a more general theory of context-based games. This theory
is proposed in [8]. Within this theory we can define algorithms for computing on protoplasmic tree.
Computations on protoplasmic tree are understood as a kind of extension of concurrent
processes defined in concurrent games proposed by Samson Abramsky [30]. This extension is
called context-based processes and they are defined in the theory of context-based games proposed
by us.
Thus, we have defined some unconventional algorithms on non-well-founded trees to make
calculations on plasmodia more expressive. These algorithms can be used for constructing an
alternative quantum logic (without logical atoms) [21] and a simulation model for propagating
parasites [35].
4.3.Cellular Automata
The universe, where Physarum lives, consists of cells possessing different topological properties
according to the intensity of chemo-attractants and chemo-repellents. The intensity entails the
natural or geographical neighbourhood of the set's elements in accordance with the spreading of
attractants or repellents. As a result, we obtain Voronoi cells. In this structure we can implement
cellular automata [19]. Taking into account the fact that the plasmodium is very sensitive to the
environment and can change its strategies we can extent the standard notion of cellular automata
and assume that transition rules can change in an appropriate neighbourhood in accordance with
some outer conditions at time step t = 0, 1, 2... The theory of these automata with changing
transition rules is proposed in [8], [17].
The plasmodium implements cellular automata with changing transition rules. Within these
automata we can define context-based concurrent formal theories [5], [14], [17].
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4.4.p-Adic Logic and Arithmetics
The slime mould is considered a natural fuzzy processor with fuzzy values on the set of p-adic
integers [6], [7], [20], [24]. The point is that in any experiment with the slime mould we deal with
attractants which can be placed differently to obtain different topologies and to induce different
transitions of the slime mould. If the set A of attractants, involved into the experiment, has the
cardinality number p – 1, then any subset of A can be regarded as a condition for the experiment
such as ―Attractants occupied by the plasmodium‖. These conditions change during the time, t = 0,
1, 2, …, and for the infinite time, we obtain p-adic integers as values of fuzzy (probability)
measures defined on conditions (properties) of the experiment. This space is a semantics for p-adic
valued fuzzy syllogistics we constructed for describing the propagation of the slime mould [6]. This
syllogistics can be extended to a p-adic valued logic and p-adic valued arithmetics [7], [20], [24].
Within this logic we can develop a context-based game theory [8], [30]. All these logical tools can
be implemented on plasmodia by conventional and unconventional reversible logic gates [3], [14].
We have proposed to use p-adic valued fuzziness and probabilities for measuring behaviours
which cannot be measured additively [11], [13]. Then we have constructed a natural deductive
system for describing all possible experiments with P. polycephalum [7]. This system is p-adic
many valued. We have considered possibilities for applying p-adic valued logic BL to the task of
designing the Physarum Chips. If it is assumed that at any time step t of propagation the slime
mould can discover and reach not more than p − 1 attractants, then this behaviour can be coded in
terms of p-adic numbers. As a result, this behaviour implements some p-adic valued arithmetic
circuits and can verify p-adic valued logical propositions.
We have offered two unconventional arithmetic circuits: adder and subtractor defined on
finite p-adic integers [24]. Adder and subtractor are designed by means of spatial configurations of
several attractants and repellents which are stimuli for the plasmodium behaviour. As a result, the
plasmodium could form a network of protoplasmic veins connecting attractants and original points
of the plasmodium. Occupying new attractants is considered in the way of adders and leaving some
attractants because of repelling is considered in the way of subtracters. On the basis of p-adic adders
and subtractors we can design complex p-adic valued arithmetic circuits within a p-adic valued
logic proposed by us.
So, p-adic valued logic and p-adic valued arithmetic are implementable on plasmodia. In the
meanwhile, Physarum computing on nutrient-poor substrate is expressible by finite p-adic integers
and Physarum computing on nutrient-rich substrate is expressible by infinite p-adic integers.
4.5.Non-well-founded Formal Theories
We have proposed two formal theories on hybrid actions (non-well-founded data): group theory
and Boolean algebra [17]. Both theories possess many unusual properties such as the following one:
the same member of this group theory behaves as multiplicative zero in respect to some members
and as multiplicative unit in respect to other members. This group theory is used to design
reversible logic gates on plasmodia,
Hence, to formalize Physarum computing we have proposed new formal theories such as
theory of non-linear permutation groups to design unconventional reversible logic gates [5], [14].
4.6.Reversible Logic Gates
We have considered different ways of designing reversible logic gates on P. polycephalum motions
using controlling stimuli such as attractants and repellents [3], [5], [14]. Repellents are needed
because of uncertainty in the direction of plasmodium propagation to eliminate some directions as
unimportant. In this way, we can construct conventional reversible logic gates: the CNOT gate, the
FREDKIN gate, the TOFFOLI gate, etc. Combinations of reversible logic gates are regarded as
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matrix multiplications. Nevertheless, the plasmodium in its networking can permanently change its
decisions and without repellents we have an extension of matrix multiplication group theory. Within
this extension we can design unconventional reversible logic gates, where the number of inputs and
outputs is uncertain. For designing logic gates we have proposed to use Petri net models that can be
treated as a high level description. Petri net models enable us to reflect propagation of protoplasmic
veins of the plasmodium in consecutive time instants (step by step).
4.7.Actin Filament Networks
Plasmodia consist mainly of actin filaments. We have proposed artificial actin filament networks
where inputs are different stresses and outputs are formations and destructions of filaments, on the
one hand, and as assemblies and disassemblies of actin filament networks, on the other hand [16].
Hence, under different external conditions we observe dynamic changes in the length of actin
filaments and in the outlook of filament networks. As we see, the main difference of actin filament
networks from others including neural networks is that the topology of actin filament networks
changes in responses to dynamics of external stimuli. Some new filaments/processors can appear in
one conditions and they can disappear in other conditions.
4.8.Swarm Computing
By modelling the plasmodium behaviour in the Physarum Chips we can simulate some patterns of
collective intelligent behaviours of animal or insect groups: flocks of birds, colonies of ants, schools
of fish, swarms of bees, etc. for which there are ever emergent patterns which cannot be reduced to
a linear composition of elementary subsystems properly [2], [4], [31]. In swarm intelligence the
Travelling Salesman Problem can be solved: more shorter distance between cities (pieces of food
for the plasmodium), more attracting they are, as well as the Generalized Assignment Problem can
be solved: the tubes of the plasmodium are regarded as agents, the nutrient sources as tasks, the
amount of nutrient as profit, and the distance as cost. We show that by using p-adic integers we can
code different emergent patterns so that the implementation of some unconventional algorithms of
p-adic arithmetics and logic can be more applicable than conventional automata.
5. Game-Theoretic Interface for Storage Modification Machine
5.1.Chemical Interface
In moving, the plasmodium switches its direction or even multiplies in accordance with different
bio signals attracting or repelling its motions, e.g. in accordance with pheromones of bacterial food,
which attract the plasmodium, and high salt concentrations, which repel it. So, the plasmodium
motions can be controlled by different topologies of attractants and repellents so that the
plasmodium can be considered a programmable biological device in the form of a timed transition
system, where attractants and repellents determine the set of all plasmodium transitions.
Furthermore, we can define p-adic probabilities on these transitions and, using them, we can define
a knowledge state of plasmodium and its game strategy in occupying attractants as payoffs for the
plasmodium.
We can regard the task of controlling the plasmodium motions as a game and we can design
different interfaces in a game-theoretic setting for the controllers of plasmodium transitions by
chemical signals [23].
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5.2.Bio-inspired Game Theory
We have proposed a bio-inspired game theory on plasmodia, i.e. an experimental game theory,
where, on the one hand, all basic definitions are verified in the experiments with Physarum
polycephalum and Badhamia utricularis and, on the other hand, all basic algorithms are
implemented in OPL-Ph [15], [18], [23], [30], [33], [38], [40]. Our results allow us to claim that the
slime mould can be a model for concurrent games and context based games. In context based
games, players can move concurrently as well as in concurrent games, but the set of actions is ever
infinite. In our experiments, we follow the following interpretations of basic entities:
 Attractants as payoffs;
 Attractants occupied by the plasmodium as states of the game;
 Active zones of plasmodium as players;
 Logic gates for behaviours as moves (available actions) for the players;
 Propagation of the plasmodium as the transition table which associates, with a given set of
states and a given move of the players, the set of states resulting from that move.
In the Physarum game theory we can demonstrate creativity of primitive biological
substrates of plasmodia. The point is that plasmodia do not strictly follow spatial algorithms like
Kolmogorov-Uspensky machines, but perform many additional actions. So, the plasmodium
behaviour can be formalized within strong extensions of spatial algorithms, e.g. within concurrent
games or context-based games.
5.3.Go Games
In the universe of 5-adic integers, we have simulated the motions of P. polycephalum plasmodium
by the game of Go [15], [18], [38]. We have considered two syllogistic systems implemented as Go
games: the Aristotelian syllogistic and performative syllogistic. In the Aristotelian syllogistic, the
locations of black and white stones are understood as locations of attractants and repellents,
respectively. In the performative syllogistic, we consider the locations of black stones as locations
of attractants occupied by plasmodia of P. polycephalum and the locations of white stones as
locations of attractants occupied by plasmodia of Badhamia utricularis. The Aristotelian syllogistic
version of Go game is a coalition game. The performative syllogistic version of Go game is an
antagonistic game. We described selected functionality of the current version of a new software
tool, called PhysarumSoft, developed for programming Physarum machines and simulating
Physarum games. The tool was designed for the Java platform. We proposed a rough set approach
for description of a strategy game created on the Physarum machine. The strategies of such a game
are approximated on the basis of a rough set model, describing behavior of the Physarum machine,
created according to the VPRSM (Variable Precision Rough Set Model) approach [38].
Thus, we have proposed game-theoretic interface for Physarum Chips.
Conclusion
We have built up two basic groups of logics for the Physarum Chips: the first ones deal with the
plasmodium behaviour under the conditions of nutrient-poor substrate and the second one deal with
the plasmodium behaviour under the conditions of nutrient-rich substrate. The first logics can be
conventional (classical, multi-valued, modal, or fuzzy), while the second are strong extensions of
the first logics and cannot be conventional and they engage the so-called non-well-founded data
such as infinite streams.
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